Fuseholders for Indicating Fuses
GMT Type

CATALOG SYMBOL: HLS, HLT, PCT
FUSEHOLDERS FOR GMT TYPE INDICATING FUSES
ELECTRICAL RATING—60V DC, 125V AC
UL RECOGNIZED (GUIDE # IZLT2, FILE E14853)
15AMP (60V DC)

Materials:
Body: Thermosplastic, UL 94V0 flammability rating
Terminals: Tin-plated bifurcated copper

For use with GMT Type Indicating Fuses

Multiple Fuseholders with bus bars
Ordering Information—Catalog No.

Body Style
HLT
HLT (No flanges)

No. of Poles 01 thru 25
(Min. of 2 poles required for bus bars)

Type of bus bars used
B1, B2, B3, B4, B5, SL** (Short Leads .135")
ML** (Medium Leads .20")
** Not available with bus bars

Termination Location
Bus Bar Position

Panel Mounting Data

Dimensions

Note: Similar Body Dimensions of All Holders Are Identical.
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